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ABSTRACT

The paper describes some aspects of the use of the cascade/parallel for-

mant synthesizer for German text-to-speech synthesis. Since the algo-

rithms used for speech synthesis are relatively similar for the most lan-

guages, the paper emphasizes some novel approaches and special pho-

netic problems, such as the use of a mathematical model for the

cascade/parallel formant synthesizer for the determination of the syn-

thesizer control parameters or the synthesis of phonemes with special

articulation. rather than to describe more generally the development of

the entire system.

INTRODUCTION

In 1983, the work on the development of German text-to-speech con-

verters, based on the cascade/parallel formant synthesizer developed by

DH. Klatt. has started. In general, the development of a text-to-speech

system can be described under different aspects, e.g. emphasizing more

the common technical problems, or the Ietter-to-sound conversion, or the

fact that the system might have been modified for a different language,

which usually requires a complicated modification procedure that was

also performed for the system described here. In this paper, the phonetic

aspects of the use of the cascade/parallel formant synthesizer for the

German language are especially considered. The accurate determination

of the main control parameters for the cascade/parallel formant syn-

thesizer is probably the most important step in order to achieve high

voice quality of the final system, although many different steps. e.g. let-

ter-to-sound conversion or prosodics, Which are not considered in this

paper. are also responsible for the overall quality of the system.

THE CASCADE/PARALLEL FORMANI' SYNTHESIZER

The formant synthesizer which was used for Gemian synthesis is a mod-

ified version of the synthesizer described in /2/ which was improved by

DH. Klatt during the last years. The current version is now very flexible .

Md capable of synthesizing different voices, including women and chil-

dren voices. The most important control parameters are still the first

three formants and bandwidths and the fundamental frequency. Addi-

tionally. it is possible to control special parameters for the voicing source

and for prosodics. which is mainly used for the generation of different

Speaker characteristics. The German vowels and sonorants are synthe-

SiRd using the cascade branch, while voiceless fricatives and plosives are

generated by the parallel branch. Only for voiced obstruents. both

branches of the synthesizer are excited.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE CASCADE/ PARALLEL

FORMANT SYNTHESIZER

There are basically three possibilities to obtain the values for the control

parameters of the synthesizer. The fastest and simplest method is a per-

ceptually based method, where the parameters for every phoneme are

tuned as long until the synthesis of the phoneme sounds very similar to

the original utterance of the phoneme. Although it is possible to find rel-

atively fast a parameter constellation which is leading to an acceptable

result for every single phoneme, the overall quality of such a system B

mostly poor and many phonemes which used to sound natural when they

where tested in isolation, sound unnatural in connected speech The sec~

ond method is based on the calculation of the parameters with the use

of speech analysis tools. e.g. formant calculation based on an LPC anal-

ysis and the generation of the phonemes with the parameters obtained

from this analysis for each phoneme. But also this method leads to prob-

lems because usually the generation of a sound, using the formant values

which were obtained from an analysis of an utterance of this sound, does

not lead to a synthetic sound with exactly the same acoustic and spectral

pr0perties of the natural utterance. The third method is a spectral tuning

of the synthesizer parameters to the Spectral properties of one single

speaker. This is a very time consuming iterative process, where at the first

step the initial values of the synthesizer parameters are derived from an

analysis of a natural utterance, as in method 2. In the following steps. the

parameters are tuned a long until the spectral analysis of the synthetic

utterance is similar enough to the spectral analysis of the natural utter-

anoe. In this way, the system is forced to have almost the same spectral

features as the single test speaker. which can lead to a high amount of

naturalness of the synthetic voice. If such a procedure is used, it is obvi-

ous that the success is also dependent on the tools and algorithms which

are used for the analysis and comparison of natural and synthetic speech.

Beside the more traditional analysis methods like spectrograms and

spectra, a novel approach was tested during the development of the

German text-to-speech system. This approach is based on a mathemat-

ical model of the cascade/parallel formant synthesizer. Based on the fact,

that both branches of the synthesizer are composed of digital resonators

with the transfer function

1+Ci+di

C(z) - (1)____.____
l + c,-z‘l +' diz‘2 -

where the resonator coefficients c, and 4 contain the according formant

F, and bandwidth 8,- as nonlinear functions: .

c,- - —2e"8‘ T. cos (275,1) (2)

di _ 9—215,- 7' (3)

" The author is currently with the Continuous Speech Recognition Group. Dept. of Computer Sci-

ences. IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights. NY 10598. USA
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Fig. 2: Spectrogram of the phoneme sequence /iRi/

This periodical change can be demonstrated even better by looking at the

formant tracks of this sequence in Fig. 3, obtained from the earlier de-

scribed nonlinear parameter estimation procedure.
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Fig. 3: Formant tracks of the phoneme sequence /iRi/ calculated with

the use of a nonlinear parameter estimation algorithm

The synthesis of the uvular /R/ can be performed either by a modulation

of the gain AV of the voicing source or by a modulation of the formants.
It was decided to use the latter method in the current version, where only

the second formant was modulated by a certain percentage of his sta—

tionary value, which is shown in Fig. 4. Simultaneously to this modu-

lation. frication noise is added via the parallel branch by setting the gain

A2 of the second parallel resonator to a value different from zero. In this

way, the uvular /R/ is handled similar to a voiced fricative.
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Fig. 4: Formant tracks given to the cascade synthesizer branch for the

production of the phoneme sequence /iRi/

COARTICULATION

A very imponant module of a text-to-speech system are the rules for
coarticulation. In the current version. coarticulation is performed in se-

veral ways

0 the coarticulation of the spectrum of the stationary part of vow-

els and sonorants with the preceeding and the following pho-

nemes is calculated by a general coarticulation formula which is

applied to the formant values and reflects the percentage of the

influence of the formant values of the neighbour phonemes to the

formant value of the current phoneme ,

o the variations of boundary values in the transitions of consonants

to different vowels are automatically taken into account by the

application of the locus theory

0 the variations of the spectral prOperties of consonants in the en-

vironment of different phoneme classes is taken into account by

modification of the gains of the parallel resonators according to

the current environment

0 special extended rules are appiied to some sonorants which show

strong coarticulation. In the German language these are espe-

cially the phonemes /l/ and the uvular /R/. Again the /R/ is the

most difficult phoneme to handle scince it requires complex rules

for the formant values as well as for the control of the frication

by the parameter A; if it appears in different environments. The

coarticulation of these sounds can sometimes be effected only by

the left or sometimes only by the right neighbour phoneme and

often also by both neighbour phonemes, depending on these

phonemes

Since the recording and tuning of phonemes is never carried out with

phonemes spoken in isolation, special attention has to be paid to incor~

porate the coarticulation rules into the process of the spectral tuning of

the various sounds because these rules will modify the originally entered

parameter values according to the current phonetic environment, in

which a specific phoneme is recorded, analyzed and tuned. This is a se-

rious problem scince at the begin of the tuning task, the ooarticulation

rules are usually not yet known. but they are theoretically required in

order to obtain optimal tuning results.

CONCLUSION

Some important steps of the synthesis of German with the

cascade/parallel formant synthesizer have been described as well as

some new approaches for the analysis of speech to obtain the values for

the synthesizer control parameters. The description of the development

of the entire text-to-speech system is beyond the scope of this paper. The

experiences which were gained during this development have shown that

the careful and time consuming tuning of every single phoneme and the

consideration of many special cases and exceptions is the key to obtain

a synthesizer with a high voice quality.
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